ON TlIll

PROGRESS AND PRESENT STATE
OF TIrE

Practice

qf Vaccination.

THE objects, which the general adoption of
vaccine inoculation will accomplish for mankind,
if time and experience shall confirm the promises
of its benevolent discovcrer, are so important, that
every friend of humanity must ha vc followed, with
anxious hope, the progTCSS of the practie«, and
rejoiced at the general result of the evidence ill
its favour.
It is not easy. indeed, to calculate
the sum of human misery that win cease to exist,
when the prospect, which vaccination holds out to
- us, shall be realized.
In its casual, or natural
occurrence, as it is termed, the small-pox is 'not
only the most, loathsome distemper that visits the
human frame,
but the 'most fatal pestilence;
Sweeping- off multitudes,
during its prevalence,
and destroying the sight, corrupting the habit, or
otherwise inflicting disease, on great numbs:rs of
those, who escape its more destructi vcefl(~ots.
The practice of inoculation had, it is true, ali-cad:r
diminished those, evils, among the iadi viduals who
resorted to it; but it had unfortwlutely augmented
the evils, among the people in general, by the
perpetual infection which it disseminated, and the
artificial epidemic which it constantly kept up. h
.... don, for Instance, du,:g the first tlti,'y y~

of the eighteenth century, before inoculation could
yet have had any effect, the proportionate number
of deaths occasioned by small-pox, as stated in
the bills of mortality, was about seventy-four out
of every thousand: but, during an equal number
of years at the end of the century, the number
amounted to nearly one-tenth of the whole mortality, or ninety-five out of every thousand. So
that, as far as we are able to ,judge from hence,
the practice of inoculation, which in itself might
be esteemed one of the greatest improvements ever
introduced into the medical art, has actually multiplied the ravn,ges of the disease, which it was
intended to ameliorate, in the proportion of above
five to four.v
And the extent of the mischief inflicted on the survivors, is manifest from a statement, published by the Society for teaching the.
Indigent Blind, that nearly one-fourth of the pel"sons admitted into that Charity have been deprived of their sight by the small-pox; not to
mention the' various forms of scrofula, and other
diseases, which it frequently excites.
It is true, that the more intelligent classes of
society, who have, generally adopted the practice
of inoculation, have, ill' a considerable degree,
"voided fhe 'Worst of these consequences of smallpox: they have seldom been deprived of the blessmg of sight; and they have only been destroyed
by the disease in the proportion of about one in
three hundred.
But the humane will shudder at
the recollection, that this exemption has been obtained at the expense of so much additional misery
inflicted on the people at large; and that they'
have but, shifted a part of the evils from themselves,
to be llggravated in the families of their less en" See the Tables drawn up by Dr. Heberden, in his"
on the Increase aqd Decrease of QUferent; D~~
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lightened neighbours;
while they perpetuate a
.plague, which would otherwise have had its periods of absolute cessation.
Such is the condition in which the most improved state of the art of medicine had placed us,
before the benefits of vaccination were discovered;
and such is the condition, to which some persons
would advise us to return, in consequence of the
alleged insecUI'ity,?f this preventive;
But it w01~ld
seem to be only necessary to take a clear and dISpassionate view of the state of the facts, relative
to the efficacy of the cow-pox, up to the present
time, in order to be convinced of its incalculable
advantages, even were , I the reported failures
proved to have ocourred.v-vnay, if they had actuallv occurred to double the extent that has been
represented.
It is the purport of this paper to
detail, in as brief a manner as possible, the sum
of the facts whi-ch have recently been brought to
light, and to point out the inference, which seems
to be justly deducible from them.
The National Vaccine Establishment, supported
by parliament, has published two Reports daring
the present year, containing the evidence which
they have collected from various authentic sources.
The Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons at Edinburgh, and the Faculty of Glasgow, have again
given their decided testimony in favour of vaccination. They assert unanimously, that the practice of vaccination is g'cnerally approved of, by the
profession throughout Scotland; that no bad effects can be ascribed to the praotice ; and that,
since its introduction into Scotland, the mortality
occasioned by small-pox has VN'y greatly decreased .. , The Faculty of Physic.ans and Surgeons
of Glasgow further state, that,since the middle of
May·, 1801, they have gratuitously vaccinated in
their Hall, 14,-500 persons; and that, as far as is
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1nown, the '" vaccination III all these has sueeeeded." !~
The accounts from several public Il18titutions,
in and ncar London, are equally favourable. t In
the Royal lVlilitary Asylum for the children of sol. -dicrs, where between eleven and twelve hundred
- are now received, vaccination has been practised
since its first establishment
in the year 1803.
From that. period to (be present time, but one instance of death from small-pox has occurred; and,
it is worthy of remark, that the individual had
not been vaccinated, in consequence of a declaration of the mother, that he had passed through
the small-pox in his infancy.
Vaccination was
introduced into the Foundling
Hospital in the
year ISDl, and every infant, soon after its admission, has 'since that period .been vaccinated.
From the commencement
of this practice to the
present time, no death has occurred from small}JOX, and in no instance has the preventive
power
of vaccination been discredited,
although many
children, as a test of its efficacy, have been repeatedly inoculated with the matter of small-pox,
and exposed to the influence of its contagion.
A
similar success has attended the practice of vaccination at the Lying-in Charity of Manchester;
where, in the space of nine years, more than nine
*

Report from the Vaccine Establishment, 1811.
\
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Tt appears, that since the last Annual Report of the London
V'accine Institution, there have been inoculated by Dr.
'Walker .•...•...........••....•.................•
2490
From the commencement of the Institution in 1806 ..•...
8595
By the appointed I noculators in the metropolis last year .. 1046
From tho beginning ...•..........•..••..•...•..••
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B)' thc appointed Inoculators in the country .•..........
20,801
From the beginning
~
177,474
Last year, Charges of Matter •••.
31,992 to 6539 Applicants.
Jo'~()m
.. the, commencement of the ~ 93 030 to 18 900 A rplicants,
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thousand persons have been effectually vaccinated,
and secured from the small-pox.
The officers of
the Vaccine Establishment in London, through
the medium of their correspondence with many
, similar Establishments in the country, have learned, that practitioners of the hi.g'hcst respectability
arc earnestly engaged in promoting the extension
of the practice; that,' among the superior classes
of the people, vaccination is every where generally
adopted; and that, although the prejudices of the
lower orders, which have been excited hy interested persons, still exist, they app~ar to be gradually yielding to a conviction of its benefits. This
inference is likewise confirmed by the. fact, that
3,362 charges of vaccine matter havebeen distrl-,
buterl by the Establi'shment, to various applicants
from all parts of the- kingdom, which exceeds" by
nearly, one-third" the numberdistributed
in the
preceding year:..
_
or: the immense benefits resulting from the
nniversaladoption
of vaccination in other' coun-'
tries, the accounts from India have furnished the
most interesting' .example., The number vaccinated in the island of Ceylon, from the year I~02
to January uno,. amounts to no less than 128,732
persons;
and the small-pox has literally been,
exterminated from .the island, From themonth
of F'ebruary 1808, to the last-mentioned date, the
disease had not existed in any part of the ialand,
except ill october 1809, when, it was carried thither by a boat from the Mal~ba~' coast : but, in
this instance, the contagion spread to only six individuals, who had not been vaccinated, and was
immediately arrested in its' progress, and disappeared.
The medical Superintendant
General'
observes, that they-have no apprehension that the
small-pox will ever spread epidemically in Ceylon;
while vaccination continues to begene~al1y px:al.:"
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~ti~ed ; _at the same time, that its occasional ap'·
peal'ance there has the good effect of proving the
preservative power of the vaccine pock, and of
rouzing the natives from their apathy on the sub.tect. Even the Bramins are now surmounting
the prejudices of their education, and submitting
to be vaccinated.'if
It appears from a Report of the Central Committeeof the' Vaccine Institution, at Paris, pub[isherl on the tenth anniversary of its establishment,
that the benefits of vaccination, in augmenting the
population of a country, have not escaped the attention of the present ruler of France. who has
formed depOts of vaccine fluid in twenty-four of
the principal cities, communicating with the Central Committee, at Paris.
In some of the departments, it is said, the zeal of the prefects has
been such, that there remain none to vaccinate,
but the infants born in every year, and that the
small-pox is already unknown. And the returns
of the mortality in the city of Paris, for the year
]809, exhibit only 2]3 deaths by small-pox.
" This number," say the reporters, "though yet
too considerable, since the vaccine offered to these
213 victims a certain method of preservation, is
yet extremely small in comparison of that of some
years, when the epidemic small-pox has carried
off, in the same city, more than 20,000 individuals."
The Committee, consisting of sixteen of
the principal physicians of Paris, express their
conviction of the efficacy of vaccination in these
terms. "Ten years of labour and success, have
at length decided the important question, as to
the vaccine possessing' the power of preserving' all
those, in whom it has regularly gone through its
progress, from the small-pox.
This has been
carried to such a degree of certainty by the expe'If

See the Report from the Vaccine Establi'hment.
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riments of the Central Committee, and its numes
correspondents, as well Frenchmen as strangers, that there is not at present any fact in medicine better proved, or more certain, than that
which establishes the truly anti-variolous power of
the vaccine." ,if
, Such is the result of the progrcssi ve experience
of professional men, in regard to the efficacy and
preventive powers of vaccination: such is the confirmation, which the inferences, drawn from the
early investigation of this subject, have received
from subsequent and more extensive research!
Insomuch, that the conclusion or' tiH~ CDll-':;i~' of
Physicians upon the subject, ill t1l0 y,'a,' l'yD!,
must now be deemed indisputable, tlmt " Oi"
truth seems to be established as firmly :13 rLe nuture of such a question admits."t
The opposition to the practice, which is still
but too successfullykept up, by a few clamorous
individuals in the medical profession, rests principally upon a mistaken view of the nature of the
question. It rests upon the notion that the result
of the practice should be uniform and invariable;
that the rule should be void of all exceptions. But
there is no such regularity in the operations of the
animal economy; there is no disease without its
anomalies; and the eliversi.ty of human constitutious is infinite. Several of these anomalies, 01'
exceptions to the general rule, have doubtless
occurred in the practice of vaccination; "but,"
to use the words of a judicious 'and experienced
observer, "certainly not so often as was expected
by those, who considered the subject from the first
dispassionately, nor have they been in sufficient
TOUS
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* A copy of this Ileport may be found in the Edinburgh Med,
and Surg, Journal, for Jan. l811, p. 117.
t See the Report of the Royal College of Physicians on ViIcft.
aatkm, July,1801.
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number to form any serious objection to till' practice founded 011- Dr. Jenner's
discovery."
In
truth, if this principle were received, that no operation ought to he performed on the human body
which was liable to occasional iailurc, what medicine would remain for us to exhibit,
what surg'ica] assistance for us to offer?
But let us examine the nature of these exceptions, or "failures,". as they have been emphatit-ally called, which have occurred in the practice
of vaccination.
'I'hcvcry sound of the word excites an alurm, in the minds of many persons, as
if jailw e w.{'re syuouimous
with death, or implied
the certain occurrence of a desperate or mortal
small- pox.
But this is so far from being the case,
that hrOn a deliberate view 'Of the facts, we do
not hesitate to affirm, that, jf all the cases of alle~5('d failure, whicl: the opponents of vaccination
have raked up, lipon any sort of evidence, and
often upon none, had rcany occurred,
and that
number had been doubled or tJ 'pled, its ad van ..
tages over the inoculation of small-pox would stil]
be incalculable.
III the first place, it has been ascertained by'
the concurring observations of almost all the praci
titioners who have attended to the subject, that
(to use the words of the College of .Physicians).
" in almost every case in which the small-pox has
succeeded vacc nation, whether by inoculation or
by casu' linfcction, the disease 1.as varied much
from its ordinary course -, it has neither been the
same ,in o.olence, nor in the duration of its SYillPtoms, but lias, with very few exceptions, been
remarliablu mild, as if the small-pox had been de-.
priced, by the precious caccine disease, of its 71s1la1
malignity." t Dr. VVillan states, that the feverish->
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See Dr. Willan's Treatise on Vaccination)
the Report of the College.

t See

p.21.
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ness, which precedes the eruption in these cases,
is often considerable, but the pustules are small
and hardj" containing' little or no matter, and begin to dry off on the sixth day.'1i- It must not be
omitted, indeed, that, in a very few instances,
the small-pox, subsequent to vaccination, has assumed the confluent form, and put on a dangerous
aspect (as in the recent case of the son of' Earl
Grosvenor) ; but even in these rare instances, the
modifying influence of the previous vaccinationhas been manifest, the disease, when near its
height, receiving a sudden check, and the recovery being unusually rapid.f
One case of' this
sort occurred to the observation of the writer of
this paper, in which, on the seventh day of confluent small-pox, the child became suddenly free
from constitutional complaint, and ran about at
play ;---a circumstance, he believes, that is Dever
known to occur in confluent small-pox, where the
previous influence of vaccination had not been
exerted.
In this statement, then, we have ad-.
mitted the worst consequences that have ever accompanied the "fallures"
of vaccination, in any
one instance.
,I
But, in the second place, let us attend to' the
proportionate number of these failures.
" It does
not appeal'," says Dr. Willan, who minuted the
cases as they happened, "that failures in the preventive effect of vaccine inoculation,
including
mistakes, negligeuces, and mis-statements, have oocui-red in a greater proportion than as one to eight
hundred."!
It is very improbable, then, thaCthe
actual failures amount to one in a thousand, or to
any thing near that number,
But let us suppose,
*
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See his Treatise, Sect. ·iv.
See the last Report of the National Vaccine Esiabfisluppuf}
1811.

See his Treatise, p. 2.'k
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for the sake of arg'umellt, that the failures amount
to the proportion of one in five hundred; that is
to say, that one of every five hundred persons
vaccinated, remains liable to be infected by smallpox: and let us further imagine that this subsequent small-pox is not mitigated in any case, and
therefore; that (as in- the case of the ordinary
natura] small-pox) one in six of these will die.
Then the worst result would be, that one, out of
every three thousand persons vaccinated, would
die. But we know, that one of three hundred persons, who receive the small-pox by inoculation,
perishes of that disease. *
The conclusion is
therefore obvious, that the worst result that could
be calculated upon from vaccine failures, would
leave the balance in favour of vaccination, in the
proportion of ten to one. But, when we consider'
the actual state of the circumstances ;---that the
number of deaths from inoculated small-pox really
exceeds the number of "failures" of vaccination;
'that these" failures" are, iii a great majority of
instances, the means of insuring a very mitigated
and harmless small-pox ;---and that they have,
perhaps; in no instance, been follow eel by a fatal
small-pox ;---the chances of fatality from a failure
of the vaccination are so trivial as to elude calculation, and the only chance of injury that ensues,
is reduced to that of a temporary inconvenience.
Lastly, let us reflect on. the non-contagious nature of the vaccine disease, which while it secures
the individual from blindness, deformity or fatality, too often consequent on the small-pox, injures
no one, and spreads no epidemic around, and we
shall be compelled to admit, that, "with all its
imperfection on its head," with a frequency of
* Doctor Willan states that "the inoculated small-pox still
~rons fatal in one case out of 1:00 hundred andfifIJj."-lbi<l.
p.2;3.
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failure, that its most active opponents have never
yet ascribed to it, vaccination would still prove a
blessing, such as few individuals have had the
happiness to confer upon mankind.
We might here have terminated our observations, but the leading circumstance, communicated
in the late Report from the National Vaccine
Establishment, demands some notice. It is singular, that at the time when the public attention was
attracted by the occurrence of small-pox, after
vaccination, in the sons of the Earl of Grosvenor
and Sir Henry Martin, the second occurrence of
small-pox in the Rev. Joshua Rowley, Miss
Booth, .and two other persons, should have happened.*
In three of these cases, the previous
small-pox had been taken by inoculation, and in
the fourth, in the natural way. But the truth is,
1ihat the small-pox itself, in whichsoever of these
two wa-ys it is produced, is liable to the same anomalies and exceptions as the cow-pock. There
are several examples of the fact on record; one of
,the most striking of which-is the case of Mr. Langford, related in the 4th volume of the Memoirs of
-the Medical Society of London. This person was
.so "remarkably pitted and seamed" by a former
malig-nant small-pox, "as to attract the notice of
all who saw him:" yet he died at the age of fifty,
in an attack of confluent small-pox, in which he
communicated the infection to five other individuals of the family, one of whom" also died. It
will be unnecessary here to detail the various ex-amples which authors have described. The writer
will just notice an instance, which occurred under
his own observation not long ago, the particulars
of which will be detailed in the 2d volume of the
"Medico-chirurgical
Transactions,"
about to be
II

!te the Report.of July, 1811.
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published.
This occurred in a woman, of twenty-five years of age, who was considerably pitted
by 11. former confluent small-pox, which she had
suffered in her childhood. She caught the second
disease, which went through the usual variolous
stages in a mild way, by nursing her infant under
a confluent small-pox, which proved fatal to it.
lt is remarkable, that her two elder children, who
had been vaccinated a few years before, lived in
the same apartment, during the pr.gress of the
small-pox in the infant and mother, and escaped
the infection; the cow-pock in them having exerted a preventive power, which the previous
small-pox had failed to effect in the mother. The
IJoor woman had been prevented, by the terrors
excited by the anti-vaccinists, from vaccinating her
youngest child: a fact which should induce these
opponents of the practice to reflect on the serious
respon!jibility which they assume, in thus discouraging the adoption of this important preventive.

'r.
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!,illldoD, Bedford-Row"
August 19, 18ll •
.. Several cases, and many references will be there found) ~'li:i~h
, ,a re omittcd here for the sake of brevity,
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Progress, &c. of Vaccination.
THE following case, occurred in the practice of
E. B. BECK, a very respectable surgeon and apothecary, who resides near N eedham Market, in the
county of Suffolk; from whom the editor received the particulars.
A young woman, in consequence of being
unwell, caIl.1e home to her father, who lived at
Aspal Stonham.
Her disorder proved the smallpox, which she had very favourably; but communicated the disorder to her aged father.
T1IO
medical practitioner was sent f01' to the latter,
and immediately apprized the wife of his aged
patient, who was from home, of her husband's
situation; strongly urging her to be vaccinated,
to prevent her taking the variolous infection. His
humane endeavours, however, were unsuccessful.
and the wife would go home, without that precaution, to attend on her husband, who had the
disorder ve1'y severely. After nursing- him some
days, and witnessing his suffering state, she repented of not takmg the advice of the medical
attendant, who feared it might prove too late;
but as the woman was then willing, the Vaccine
matter was however introduced, and, notwithstanding her previous exposure to the infection of avery severe confluent small-pox, for at least a
week, the Vaccine incision took effect, proceeded
regularly through every stage of the disease, and
totally prevented the ~ppearance of the small-pox.
If any thing further is needful to recommend
tile adoption of the Vaccine Inoculation.vit nHt~'

14
be proper to add the sequel of the other case.The father not only suffered very deeply from a
confluent small-pox, but fell a victim to that
dreadfyl di~Bas~.,t

--

The VACCINE OJ''
COJV-POClf· INOCULATI01V.
A report Was lately made to the Class of Physical Sciences' of the Imperial Insti(ute at Paris,
in which it is stated, that out of mor-e tlian two
millions' and a half of subjects vaccinat~d in
France, only seven authenticated case~ appear of
patients having' afterwards taken the small-pox.
By the Glasgow bills of mortality, it appears
that 49 persons died by the small- pox in 1811;
and in 1812, only 2,1 persons.
Before the introduction of the Cow-pock, several luoulred« DlED
annually of the Small-pox.

SflfALL-POX
Lord Ellenborough

-

INOCULATIOJY.

lately revived, in the House

of Lords, the law which enacts that i1loculating
with the small-pox near any place to which the
King's subjects resort, is an indictable offence in
all concerned in it; and said, "there was no doubt
-that parties convicted of such an ofIence, would
be visited by a severe punishment.
In like manner,
also, persons exposing tliemseloes rdtlt the smallpox '/lEon them, were liable to be indicted."

